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SPECIAL
POINTS OF
INTEREST:


Matty and Betty both
had tumours removed



Maude the cat needs
operation to repair and
pin an old break to her
leg



10 male dogs neutered and 9 remales
spayed



18 new arrivals. 3
kittens and 15 dogs



15th adoption trip. 10
dogs adopted and 1
fostered including our
first UK adoption



More new pens need
to be built to accommodate new arrivals.



Mandy and Gina came
to volunteer for a week



Special thanks to Craig
Cooper who raised
over 300 pounds by
doing a sponsored bike
ride



A great deal has been
spent lately on vets
fees . Apart from the
routine neuter/spay
and vaccinations there
have been x rays and
operations to pay for.
Any donations are
greatly appreciated.



Thank you to everyone
who has donated this
month.
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September was a worrying month over two of our older , permanent dogs, Matty and Betty.
We had noticed that Matty seemed to be looking older and weaker and was losing weight. Tony
managed to look in his mouth and saw that he had a very large tumour which was making it difficult for him to eat.. We were worried about him being operated on as the vet puts his age at about
15/16 and we knew it would be very traumatic for Matty due to his lack of trust in anyone else.
We couldn’t let him slowly starve to death and we weren’t prepared to have him put to sleep
when there was a chance that he could be helped so we made the decision that he had the operation. The vet removed as much of the tumour as was possible but couldn’t remove it all as it
would have left bone exposed and no skin to stitch over it. It took 8 hours for Matty to start coming round from the anaesthetic but by the next day he was eating and drinking. His mouth hasn’t
healed fully yet and does sometimes still bleed but he seems to be getting much stronger and is
really enjoying his walks round the yard. We don’t know how long it will be before the tumour
grows back enough to prevent him eating again and we will have to think about what is best for
him when it does happen but in the meantime it is good to see him enjoying life again.
Betty has had a lump on her side for quite some time but it had started to get bigger and the vet
thought it best to remove it. It was decided that whilst she was being operated on to have the tumour removed, she would be spayed at the same time. Betty is also an old dog and we didn’t
want to take any chances of her getting pregnant. Kerry and I were with Betty as she was given
the anaesthetic. Just as she was going to sleep, she had a bad fit and we thought for a few seconds
that we had lost her. We collected her an hour later and she was back home when she started
coming round and waking up. For a few nights she was shivering and panting and being sick, but
is now on antibiotics and seems to be back to her usual cheeky little self.
Foxy looked very concerned for Betty after we brought her home and wouldn’t leave her side
and when Betty was well enough to get up she went and lay next to him. They seem to have a
strange but close relationship. They don’t particularly interact with each other but whereas they
grumble or move if any of the other dogs lie next to them, they tolerate each other.
Matty a couple of days after his operation.

Betty being watched over by Foxy.
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N e u t e r / s p a y s a n d

Z e n n o r ’ s

a c c i d e n t .

Ten male dogs were neutered in September and 9 females. The
females were Connie, Jenny, Belle, Shirley, Opus, Twizzle, Betty,
Chippie and Zennor. The night before Chippie and Zennor were due
to go to the vets, Zennor decided she would climb into the next pen
to visit Acorn and Robin. The partition between the pens is over two
metres high and Zennor must have caught herself and had a very
nasty wound the full length between her inside back leg and belly.
Fortunately the vet managed to stitch it whilst she was being
spayed. It took 16 stitches and she now has to have limited exercise until it is fully healed.
The vet came to the shelter to neuter ten boys, Boaz, Boo Bear,
Dexter, Marvin, Noel, Roly, Snoopy, Takeshi, Tan and Harley.
(left. The boys recovering after being neutered)

M a u d e

a n d

G r o o v e r

Maude, the little cat that we took in in August was still making no attempt to use her front leg. Unfortunately there is nowhere nearby
with an x ray machine so she had a long journey to Plovdiv for an x ray. The x ray showed that she has an old break which is preventing
her from using the leg. She now has to go back to Plovdiv to have an operation and have her leg pinned.
Groova sustained an injury to one of her front legs whilst in the pen and play fighting with the other pups. The top of her leg was very
swollen and she couldn’t put it down. Groova went for an x ray at the same time as Maude. Groova’s leg was dislocated but after being
moved and put in another pen, she has now made a full recovery and is running around again without even a limp.

A lot of money was spent during September on operations, neuter/spays, x rays and vaccinations. We are very grateful to everyone who has donated specifically for certain dogs through the webshop. There are still many dogs who haven’t been donated
for that are on the webshop if anyone would like to help. 12 dogs were fully vaccinated and microchipped, 3 dogs had their
microchip, passport and first vaccination and five new rescued pups were given a primadog vaccination to give them extra
protection until they are old enough to be vaccinated. Not everything is fundraised for specifically like Matty’s operation,
Maude and Groova going for x rays, the extra for Zennor’s leg injury and Maude’s upcoming operation. We also have extra
expenses when we have to use a vet in Plovdiv as it is a fair way to travel. Any donations would be greatly appreciated.
Annie, Casey and Harlem being vaccinated.
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N e w
A r n o l d
Arnold was first spotted by Kerry. He was very
scared of people and was yet another dog that had
been caught in another town, neutered, ear tagged
and then dumped in Rudozem. Over a couple of
weeks Arnold grew to trust Kerry and became besotted by her . He still wouldn’t go near anyone else
but he would go mad when he saw Kerry, run after
the car if she left him and when he realized where
she lived, he took to howling outside the apartment
block all night. Kerry was worried that someone
would shoot him for making a noise at night so she
brought him to the shelter with her one morning.
He has now settled and has become much better
with other people. Arnold has now been microchipped and had his first vaccination.

A r r i v a l s

Harold
After spending an evening with
Kerry and Kosta, liam and
Luke arrived home at midnight
to find a dog tied to our garden
gate.
The next day they were told by
friends, that some men turned
up in a car, were sounding
their horn, then when they realized that no one was at home
they just got the dog out of the
car, tied him up and left him. Harold is a lovely boy. At first he was a
bit unsure and would sometimes cower if you approached him but now
he has gained confidence and learned to trust. Harold has now been
microchipped and had his first vaccination.

Jimmy and five new pups

Smudge, Tahki and Pumpkin
Luke found these three little kittens after they
had been cruelly dumped in the school grounds.
There was a fourth kitten who
sadly hadn’t survived. The kittens were weak, hungry and
very dehydrated. Smudge was
particularly weak and much
tinier than the other two.
All the kittens were wormed
and treated for fleas and given
extra vitamins.
They had to spend the first
week in a large cage as we had
no free pens. Tony, liam and
Kosta built an extra pen for
cats with lots of platforms and
toys. The three kittens now
share that pen with Maude.

As Tony was driving along a road, he spotted a little dog with very deformed legs at the side of the road. He stopped the car and approached
him and then spotted five very small pups nearby. He managed to get
them all in the car and brought them straight to the shelter. The first dog
that he had spotted has now been named Jimmy. Jimmy is only about
four months old. He was very hungry and weak and his movements
were very awkward
due to his deformity. He has now
been seen by a vet
and we have had
the opinion from a
UK vet. Jimmy will
be given plenty of
good food and vitamins and if his legs
are still bad when
he is a year old, he
will go to the UK
to be operated on. It is hoped that there will be some improvement by
that time. Jimmy has now been microchipped and had his first vaccination. He shares a pen with Groova and Sinbad and already he is running about and
playing with them. He is a happy little guy
with a lovely nature.
The five pups that Tony collected at the
same time were all very poor and not used
to human contact. They have all had their
Kate
primadog injection and are now starting to Bjorn
play with us.

Nana

Oliver

Sia
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A r r i v a l s ( c o n t i n u e d )

Mother dog and six pups.
After being told about a mother dog and pups and knowing that we have no spare pens, the intention was to just go and feed them all. On arriving at
the factory, there were a few dogs about so we asked some men to show us where the mother dog was. The mother dog has a broken leg which was
obviously done some time ago and has now healed twisted so that she can't use it. We were also told that she was recently shot. This in itself was
bad enough but when we went to look for the pups we thought some of them were in fact dead. One had already died and the six that were left were
in a very bad way. One was unable to lift his head . Leaving them would have meant certain death for some
of them so there didn't seem to be any other option than to move dogs about, put a few extra in pens and
bring them to the shelter. We didn't know if all the pups would survive the night as they were so weak. One
was unable to lift his head properly so had to be supported to eat and drink. It is possible that he had been
injured..
We had no choice but to bath all the pups as they were so full of fleas. They were all wormed and have
been getting vitamin paste. The little one who couldn’t lift his neck is now getting about and able to eat and
drink on his own. All the pups are looking stronger each day so we are hopeful that they will survive. We
intend to get them all vaccinated with primadog to protect them until they are old enough to start their
vaccinations.
The mother dog is very nervous around people. She wags her tail when we speak to her but needs a lot of
reassurance. The poor girl has been so badly abused that it will take some time before she is happy and
relaxed around people.

Mandy and Gina volunteer.
It was lovely to meet Mandy and Gina from our newly established UK adoption
team. Mandy and Gina have already helped us so much by sending much needed
things for the dogs, including their own design of dog beds which they kindly
made and extra treats for the family.
They were a great help and the dogs really enjoyed the extra individual attention
they got when Mandy and Gina took them for walks.
It is also good that they have been here and met individual dogs and can therefore tell people more about them when they have someone interested in adopting.
Gina fell in love with Irie, who is the only one of Queenie’s pups that hadn’t yet
been adopted and was still here. We are happy that Gina has decided to adopt
Irie and Irie will now be going to England on the first transport in 2012.
A big thank you to Mandy and Gina.
There will be a fundraising quiz for RSDR in Norfolk, England on Saturday 8th
October. If anyone can go along and show their support please contact Mandy at
RSDRadoptUK@yahoo.co.uk.
A number of the UK team
members will be there including Julie, Mandy and Gina who
have all been out to the shelter
in Bulgaria.
(Mandy and Gina meeting Barney)

New pens
A new pen was built to accommodate
the three kittens and Maude and two
new extra pens for dogs. Another two
pens are being built in October . Any
donations towards materials would be
greatly appreciated.
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15th Adoption trip and first UK adoption

Eleven of our lovely dogs left us in September ,ten having been adopted and one going to be
fostered. The dogs who were adopted were Henry, Marvin, Einstein, Jade, Snoopy, Connie,
Indy, Boaz, Finn and Ruby ,and Skippy is being fostered in Holland until he is adopted.
Some of the dogs had been with us for quite some time . It is nearly two years ago that Kerry
and Tony rescued Indy after seeing an old lady attacking him with a broom. Einstein we
thought would be with us for quite some time due to his deformed front leg. Henry had been
previously adopted by an English woman in Bulgaria but came back to us very scared which
made us concerned about him being adopted again. Snoopy wasn’t with us for very long at all. He was in a terrible state
when we found him in July but his new family fell in love with him as soon as they saw his first pictures. It was very difficult for us to say our goodbyes but I am pleased to say that all the dogs have fantastic homes. The new families have given
updates and sent pictures and all the dogs are doing well. Connie has been a little nervous when being taken out, but she is
being helped by Natasja one of our team members and her own dog Fee. Connie must have been feeling insecure without
the other dogs and Fee helps her to feel more confident.
Ruby was our first UK adoption. Unfortunately Pet Chauffeurs missed their crossing back to the UK so Ruby’s family
waited all night at the meeting point. Ruby arrived safely the next morning and is now quite happy with her new family.
A big thank you to our adoption team and to all the people who adopted our dogs and made them part of their families.

Raise funds for RSDR when you search the web. You can do this from anywhere in the world!
Use easysearch every time you search the Web and they’ll give RSDR, 50% of the fees paid by their
advertising sponsors to Rudozem Street Dog Rescue (RSDR). Please set http://rsdr.easysearch.org.uk/ as your home page.
If you are in the UK, Tty shopping from over 2000 well known UK Retailers, and have some of the proceeds go to RSDR.
Please go to
http://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/rsdr/

